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Lynne Cheney visits
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

Lynne Cheney, the keynote
speaker for Friday evening's 2004
Fifth Congressional District
lincoln-Hayes Banquet, did not
immediately begin her speech
with talk of politics.
Cheney, wife ofVice President
Dick Cheney, instead made the
anecdotal observation that she
does not hold an official title.
"I've noticed over the past
couple of years that people often
have trouble figuring out exactly

how you should introduce the
wife of the vice president," she
said.
One title suggestion came
from Cheney's then 4-year-old
granddaughter,
Elizabeth:
"Crandma of the United States."
Cheney addressed close to 500
Republicans at the banquet,
which was sponsored by Fifth
District Congressman Haul K.
Gillmor, R-Old Fort. The event
was held in the Union Ballroom.
Cheney praised President
Bush's efforts in the areas of

same time enacted strong measures to ensure our country's
economic security."
Cheney described the economy as "strong" and noted a 6.1
percent increase in the last half
of 2003 as well as increases in
homeownership, new home
construction and manufacturing activity and productivity.
She said since August, 365,000
new jobs have been created and

fighting terrorism, protecting
homeland security and increasing economic security and
growth.
"When I think back over the
past three years, one of the
things that strikes me the most is
the way this administration has
moved forward on all fronts at
once," Cheney said. "We fought
terrorism abroad and at the
same time worked to make our
homeland secure...We have
moved aggressively in the area of
national security and at the

CHENEY, PAGE 2

Qrtin Wagner API

FIRST GRANDMA: Lynne Cheney, left, is hugged by Vice President Dick
Cheney after indtroductions in Kansass. Lynne Cheney spoke to the
College Republicans Friday in the Union Ballroom.

MYSTERY SOLVED
THE IDENTITIES OF FREDDIE, FRIEDA AND SENIOR SICSIC
MEMBERS ARE REVALED
By Kara Hull

ball and hockey games.
Seniors Dan Stanowick and
Hakim Oliver have been
parading around as Freddie,
while Melissa Rossin and
Rachel Ott, also seniors, have
been portraying Frieda. Josh
Schneider and )en Berecek are
the two seniors in SICSIC.
"I've built up a repertoire of
lies over the past three years,"
said Berecek. known as Big
Bad Wolf in SICSIC. "If I was
actually in the library studying
as often as I said I was, I'd probably be on the Dean's List every
semester."
But according to Berecek,
secscy does have its benefits.
"Messing with people you
know is definitely the best,"

EDITOR IN CHIEF

The
University's
favorite birds and seniors
in the coverall—wearing
spirit crew have attended
more meetings, done
more studying and spent
more time working out
than the average student.
Well... not really.
For the two seniors in
SICSIC and the four students portraying Freddie
and Frieda Falcon this
year, lying to protect the
tradition of secrecy is all
part of the job. The students' identities were
revealed this weekend
during the men's basketSamantrta Anderson BG News

BEHEADED: One set of
Falcon mascots were
revealed at Saturday's
basketball game in
Anderson Arena. Hakim
Oliver and Rachel Ott
(left) wave to fans during
halftime at the game.
Josh Schnieder and Jen
Berecek (right) were the
senior members of SICSIC
that were unmasked
Saturday.

she said.

But all those wearing the
masks agree, die job has its
tough
moments.
For
Schneider, known as Dr. Evil in
SICSIC, out of costume it has
been difficult to stay quiet
around his closest Falcon fans.
"The hardest part is not to
acknowledge people you met
while you were wearing the
mask," he said. "It's hard to
walk right by students you recognize (from an event|."
According to Oliver, once
the costume comes off, he
becomes an unknown.
"When you're Freddie,
you're famous," he said "It's
MASCOTS, PAGE 3
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Conspirator says he was 'Tall guy"
By Tim TaHey
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

McALESTER,
Okla.
—
Attorneys for Oklahoma City
bombing conspirator Terry
Nichols will try to keep him out of
the state's death chamber by
claiming he was the fall guy for a
shadowy group of conspirators.
To make the point, they plan to
call a rogue's gallery of witnesses
— including an inmate who
spent time on death row with
Timothy McVeigh and a member
of a gang of white supremacist
bank robbers.
Already serving time in federal
prison, Nichols goes on trial
today on state murder charges
for the bombing that killed 168

people at the Alfred R Murrah
Federal Building on April 19,
1995.
Prosecutors allege that Nichols,
48, conspired with McVeigh to
build the 4,000-pound bomb of
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil in
a twisted plot to avenge the FBI
siege against the Branch
Davidian sect at Waco, Texas, two
years earlier.
At pretrial hearings, defense
attorneys
led
by
Brian
Hermanson have focused on
other potential suspects.
"Witnesses will be called to
show that, while Mr. Nichols was
at home in Kansas taking care of
his family and building his business, Mr. McVeigh was actively

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™S0AY

recruiting and building a network
of people who shared his violent
hatred toward the federal government," according to a pretrial
motion.
How much conspiracy evidence Nichols' jurors will see
depends on District Judge Steven
Taylor. Conspiracy testimony will
be allowed only if defense attorneys prove that other suspects
committed specific, overt acts to
plan and execute the bombing.
Stephen Jones, an attorney
who represented McVeigh, said
Nichols' defense strategy will be
difficult to implement.
"1 think it is an uphill climb for
Nichols to convince a jury," Jones
said

'.
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Ship
catches
fire off
YA coast
By Sonja Barisic
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PORTSMOUTH, Va. — A
tanker carrying 3.5 million gallons of industrial ethanol
exploded and sank about 50
miles off the Virginia coast
Saturday, the Coast Guard said.
At least three of the 27 crew
members died and 18 are still
missing.
The Bow Mariner, a 570-foot
tanker flying a Singapore flag,
made an emergency call just
after 6 p.m., saying diere had
been an explosion on board,
said Petty Officer Stacey
Pardini with the Coast Guard's
Atlantic area in Portsmouth.
The ship had been headed to
1 louston from New York with
24 Filipino and three Greek
crew members.
The explosion occurred
about 50 miles east of
Chincoteague, Va., after a fire
started on the deck of the ship,
said Lt. Chris Shaffer of Ocean
City (Md.) Emergency Services.
"When the rescue divers got
on the scene the fuel tanker
was on fire, sinking and there
was people in the water,"
Shaffer said. .
Nine crew members have
been accounted for. including
one who was picked up by a
commercial fishing boat and
later died, said Coast Guard
Senior Chief John Moss.
Three helicopters, including
one
EXPLOSION. PAGE 2

Search for 18 crew
members continues

However, the fact that Nichols
was at home in Herington, Kan.,
when the bomb went off could
make it harder for prosecutors to
get the death penalty, said Andy
Coates, a former prosecutor and
dean of University of Oklahoma
Law School.
"Certainly he wasn't the trigger
man. He was one step removed,
at least geographically, from what
was going on," Coates said.
Nichols was convicted on
charges of conspiracy and involuntary manslaughter for the
deaths of eight federal agents in
the bombing He now faces 161

The Coast Guard has rescued
six crewmen after an explosion
ot a tanker carrying ethanol that
killed three off the coast of
Virginia.
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Explosion cause imdetermined Death roe inmate
will testify in trial

EXPLOSION, FROM PAGE 1

called from Atlantic City, N.J.,
three Coast Guard boats and a C130 plane were still searching for
survivors early yesterday.
Six men from the ship were
taken by helicopter to Sentara
Norfolk General Hospital,
spokeswoman Vicky Gray said.
One was in critical condition, two
were in serious condition and
three were in good condition, she
said. All are being treated for
hypothermia.
Two Coast Guard members
were brought in as a precaution
and wen1 in good condition. Gray
said. One was a rescue swimmer,
the odier a flight mechanic for a

helicopter.
One of the dead was taken to
Atlantic General Hospital in
Berlin, Md., spokeswoman Toni
Kfeber said, along with two rescue
divers who were treated and
released for minor injuries.
A man died at Peninsula
Regional Medical Center in
Salisbury, Md., after he was
brought there in critical condition, said nursing supervisor

Betty Turner.

Gray and Reiser both said their
hospitals were told not to expect
to receive any more victims, and
Keiscr said extra emergency staff
called in had been sent home.
In Norfolk, hospital chaplains
helped four of the crew members

Coast Guard, Redding said.
The Coast Guard said it did not
know how much of the ethanol
was released into the water.
Redding said Ceres didn't know
the cause of the explosion and
was focused on the search and
rescue mission.

talk to their families in the
Philippines by telephone and
were working to help the other
two.
The ship is a chemical tanker,
built in 1982 and owned by a
Greek company, Ceres Hellenic
Shipping Enterprises Ltd. A company spokesman confirmed the
ship had a crew of 27 and said
"there is no infonnation yet on
their fate."
Tony Redding, spokesman for
Ceres Hellenic, which managed
the Bow Mariner, said the tanker
had discharged some of its cargo
in New York before leaving for
1 louston. Ceres Hellenic planned
to send a technical crew from
Greece yesterday to assist the

TRIAL, FROM PAGE 1

state murder charges for the
other victims, plus an unborn
child whose mother died in the
explosion.
Defense witnesses will
include David Paul Hammer,
who is scheduled to be executed in )une at a federal prison in
Terre Haute, lnd., for the murder of a prison cellmate.
Hammer spent time with
McVeigh on federal death row
and claims McVeigh gave him
the identity of coconspirators
including John Doe 2, a mys-

tery man some claim to have
seen with McVeigh on the day
of the bombing.
A member of a bank robbery
gang connected with the Aryan
Republican Army, a white
supremacist group with antigovemment views, also may
testify. Peter I-angan, serving
life for a string of bank robberies in the 1990s, said in a
phone interview with The
Associated Press that at least
three fellow gang members
were in Oklahoma around the
lime of the bombing.

Cheney hails Bush's tax cuts for economy's growth
CHEMY, FROM PAGE 1

Ptiolo Provided

FUTURE LEADERS: Paul E. Gillmore greets the college republicans
Friday night in the Union Ballroom.

Heinzsite

that unemployment is at a 2-year
low.
Cheney also said the current
administration has delivered the
largest tax relief since the Reagan
administration and credited
Bush's tax cuts to bringing
America out of a recession.
"We ought to do what the
President wants and make the
Bush tax cuts permanent," she
said.
Cheney briefly touched on the
aggressive campaign tactics by
those seeking the Democratic
Party's nomination.
"You name it and the candidates on the other side seem to be
against it," Cheney said. "I hear so
much negativity coming from
over there, sometimes it seems to

me like these fellows are even
against what they're for."
Cheney also stressed the
importance of the November
elections and (hanked those in
attendance for their support.
"1 feel certain that with your
help, on Ian. 20, 2005, we will be
inaugurating George Bush and
Dick Cheney once again."
Gillmor also spoke at the event
and echoed many of Cheney's
messages.
He
compared
President Bush to past Presidents
Lincoln and Hayes, noting all
three have served America during
times of crisis.
Gillmor said that Bush should
not be blamed for the recession
because it started in the latter
part of the year in 2000 and Bush
didn't take office until lanuary
2001.

Gillmor attributed the economy's recovery to Bush's policies
and said the third quarter of last
year had growth in the national
economy of 8.2 percent, the highest overall rate of economic
growth in 19 years.
Gillmor also announced that a
bill he introduced to name the
Bowling Green post office in
honor
of
former
U.S.
Congressman Delbert Latta (also
of Bowling Green) was passed by
Congress and signed by President
Bush.
In addition to Cheney and
Gillmor, the following officials
also briefly addressed the audience: Ohio Supreme Court
Justice Terrence O'Donnell, Ohio
Supreme Court Chief lustice
Thomas Moycr, Ohio Lt. Gov.
leanette Bradley and the execu-

tive
director
of
Ohio's
Bush/Cheney re-election committee, Darrin Klinger.
The University's College
Republicans were also in attendance and helped facilitate the
event by setting up, collecting vol untccr forms and passing out
promotional materials.
Dan Brown, a senior and chairman of the College Republicans,
said both Cheney and Gillmor
brought important messages to
the evening.
"The president has done an
outstanding job his first term,"
Brown said. "He has led us
through 9-11, and the war on terror and helped us spur economic
activity with tax cuts."

Apart n/teiA,ts
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2 llttrms come with washer/dryer
and a bath and 1/2

CLOSE TO CAMPUS!

Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

• Good Pay
• Work at the Heart of the Campus
• Build Your Resume
• Great Facilities
• Flexible Hours

• Office Assistant
• Photo LD.
'//■// t- // . /■ / • // r a 11 / 1/ •

• Event Planning

Full Set Acrylic Nails

• Audio-Visual Services
• Union Services

"arming Specials
13 Visits »2 5
10 Visits *20
Unlimited Month *30
• 20% Off all chemical services with Morena, Mandy, & Char •

1084 South Main Street • (419) 353-421

14 Am
anagement

352-4380

• Building Managers
• Custodial Services
• Infonnation Center

Accepting Applications
for Summer & Fall '04
between March 1-5.
Applications available
at the Information Center
starting March 1st.

(in walking distance of campus)
2 Bedroom
Apartments
from only

per
*500.month!

Heat,
Water, £r Gas
Included!

2 Bedroom
Deluxe
Apartments
from only

$

600„,
month!

Spacious, newly
remodeled units!
NEW Bathrooms
| NEW Kitchens with built in
dishwashers & microwaves

one months rent
for new renters!

Applications are available at the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union Information Center
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PORTION OF SOUTH SUMMIT CLOSED TODAY
Workers with the City of Bowling Green will begin repairing an
emergency catch basin at the northwest comer of Wooster and
Summit Streets at 8 a.m. this morning. The road will remain
closed until the work is completed. Access to St. Aloysius School
and residences in the area will be maintained. Those accessing
the school are encouraged to use Clough Street.

getalife

Sweaty suit
worth all
the smiles
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"Some of them are scared to
death of you and others will just
like being Denzel Washington not leave you alone. We're in this
and when I take my head off, no for the University, but it's the
one knows who I am."
kids that are the essence of
But with the heavy costumes, Freddie and Frieda."
But maybe the best part about
rubber masks and high-energy
school spirit, comes sweat—and being a Falcon or S1CSIC member
is
the
lots of it.
opportunity to
"I've never
brighten somesweated
so
one's day while
much in my
supporting the
entire
life,"
University, Ott
Rossin said. "I
said.
sweated
in
places I didn't
"It's nice to
know that if you
think 1 could
go up to somesweat."
one and poke
And
for
them ... or slap
Stanowick,
DAN STANOWICK. SENIOR
their hand, it
when it's his
turn to dive into the feathers meant something special to
after one of the other Falcons them," she said. "You know
has just worn it, there's always a you're just a person, but to them
it's something special."
little hesitation.
"The part I struggled with is
Editor's Note: Applications to
putting on a sweaty suit," he
liecome a SICSIC member or
said. "It's a lot like 'Fear Factor.'"
But through any type of Freddie/ Frieda Falcon are availweather conditions, when there able now. Contact the Office of
are kids around is when the Student Life at: 372-2843 for an
whole spirit crew gets to shine.
application or more informa"There are some adorable kids tion.
out there." Stanowick said.

'"We're in this for
the University, but
it's the kids that
are the essence of
Freddie and
Frieda."

r

BGSU Shuttle Service to

CAMPUS
taken from
The calendar ol
http*.//www.bgsu.edi
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8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
"Diversity in Art Education"
Exhibit
The exhibit, presented by the
Art Education Club, runs
through March 17.
Sponsored by BovvenThompson Student Union
Programs.
Student Union Art Galleries
9 a.m--5 p.m.
Dove Ball Ticket Sales
Sponsored byZeta Phi Beta
Sorority.
Student Union lobby

A

Dance Marathon Shirt Sale
Sponsored by Rodgers Hall.
Student Union lobby

2 |i.ii i. 1 p.m.
Earth Day Bike Raffle
Sponsored by Environmental
I lealth Student Group.
Student Union lobb)'

11 II.In. :t p.m.
Shamrocks Sale
Sponsored by Kappa Alpha
Order to benefit their national
philanthropy MDA
Student Union Lobby

7 p.m.
Praecepta Film Screening
Sponsored by Praecepta
Student Union Theater

11 .I.III. :i p.m.
Dodgeball Tournament Info.
Table
Sponsored by CRU.
Student Union Lobby

7p.m.-8:15p.m.
Brett Cook-Dizney. Visiting
Artist's Talk and Uncommon
Dialogue
Visual and public art practice
discussion free and open to the
public. Creative community

11 .i.iii.:.' |i.i11.

UPS WILL HELP PAY FOR
YOUR COLLEGE EDUCATION
For some, working at UPS as a Part-Time Package Handler is the only
way a college education is possible. UPS employees who are students
can get help with their tuition through the UPS Earn and Learn' Program.
And it's available day one of employment.

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Monday, March 1st from 10am-3pm • Career Services
Wednesday, March 3rd from 1pm-5pm • Career Services

S5&
LEARN"
Program

Toledo Express fiirport \

i^BBta^B^B»»BBBB«i ^^^^^

Get up to $23,000* in College Education Assistance
with the UPS Earn and Learn' Program.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

HW-OSAJ

•
•
•
•
•
•

$8.50-$9.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days 6 50C at one year
Paid Vacations
Weekends & Holidays Off
Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Life 6 401K)
Weekly Paycheck
On site classes

CALL UPS TODAY!
419-891-6820
For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (detsje@ups.com)
or Jami Rosier (jamilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
"Reservations arc required in advance;
■ and can be made at Hie Student Union.
■-- Information Desk ------------'::::::. 372-2741:::::::::::::::::::

www.upsjobs.com

e_

Equal Opportunity Employer "Program guidelines apply

Less is more,
busy layout add confusion.
More or less, Unigraphics is now hiring new design interns.
So trim your bad habits + eliminate your design flaws today.
Give the Unigraphics dojo a ring to set up interview!
Ask for Uni-master Obringer. Only yellow belts + above
who passed portfolio review may challenge the Uni-master!
To create highest degree of black belt portfolio work,
exercise Anger now!
Lucky Numbers
419-372-7418

unigraphics

>:?^^:^*^S^>:^*,'^^^^^.s^a4^9fc^^

;

.,.

collective to collaborate on
local public art with visitng
artist Brett Cook-Dizney.
Education Building, Room 115
I2:30p.m.-4:30p.m.
Daffodil Days Pre-sale in the
Union
Daffodil Days is sponsored by
the American (fencer Society
and benefits cancer patients all
over northwest Ohio. By purchasing a bouquet (of 10
daffodils) for Sti.f.0 (BURSARAHI.E), you are helping to
offset costs associated with living with cancer.
Student Union lobby

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEOQUOTE
"This is my brand-new wife.'
Comedian ROSIE 0D0NNF1L, after marrying her girlfriend in San Francisco
in protest of a proposed constitutional amendment banning same-sex marriage.
(nnotwdtxivn)
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OPINION

UAO deserves credit, not criticism
I low many of you will see
Dane Cook perform? A better
question is: I low many of you
an upset that you are not going
to see Dane Cook?
There are many people that
feel they were done some injustice by not receiving a ticket to
the show and University
Activities ()rganization is being
tagged as the group that doesn't
properly plan large events.
People are criticizing UAO
when in fact they should be

praising them. The Dane Cook
show sold out on the first day of
ticket sales within 40 minutes.
Ihis is remarkable for two reasons: The rate at which the tickets were sold and the fact that
this is the third UAO event that
has been sold out.
The people who are complaining should consider themselves lucky to have an organization like UAO to bring (lie big
events to our small campus.
Something else to consider

before insulting UAO is the ticket
price.
The price of a ticket to see
Dane CAX>k was $5. According to
I IA<) officials, the cost to bring
Dane Cook to campus was
$20,000. Do the math on this
and you will see that ticket sales
doesn't cover the cost of the
event — UAO foots the majority
of the MR
They could have charged over
$20 per ticket and let students
spend the extra cash. .

Passion, just another hero flick
JOHN
COTLEUR
Guest Columnist
I waited a long time to be disappointed by Mel Gibson's film,
The Passion of the Christ.''
It did not move me any more
than reality television. Watching
Christ being beaten and
whipped was like watching an
action hero tormented by his terrorist captors. This lesus was no
different than Bruce Willis stepping over glass with bare feet in
"Die Hard" or — here is a surprise — Mel Gibson being electrocuted by drug dealers in
"lethal Weapon" and later, covered in blood and sweat, going
on a one-man rampage against
his torturers.
1 suppose the cerebral depth
Gibson believes to have lent his
subject matter comes in when
he decides not to have Christ,
after his resurrection, say hardeyed and with a semi-automatic,
"I'm back."
Gibson betrays a very narrowminded and toddlcr-csque grasp
of what happened in those 12
hours before lesus died.
Immediately after being
arrested, the Roman guards
began beating him — conspicuously defying biblical account —
and this beating continues during his "trial" before the lewish
priests, led by Caiphas, whom
Gibson makes the convenient
recipient of nearly all the blame
for Christ's death. Caiphas only
lacks a twirly moustache to make
his character complete.
What we get here is a depiction of Christ's final hours that
martyr him to outright malice,
rather than ignorance, confusion
or fear. The Pharisees in this film
are portrayed like South African
drug dealers and Christ as the

nigged cop who just wouldn't
turn the other way—but I am
repeating myself.
There was an episode of The
Simpsons guest-starring Mel
Gibson in which he and Homer
collaborate on a remake of "Mr.
si 11 ii 11 Goes to Washington," a
revered classic from a gentler
time that critiques the self-interested politics of Washington.
Together, Homer and Mel
remake the film into a bloody
action flick. I do not know why 1
mention this, but I feel compelled to do so.
I do not believe I left the theatre reviling this film. 1 have
come to revile it with reflection. I
gave it a lot of leniency at first,
because I wanted to behold a
movie that showed Christ's suffering in realistic detail.
Gibson's intent was pure insofar as he wanted to overturn old
I lollywood adaptations that
were afraid to show blood,
despite the fact that Christians
venerate Christ's suffering and
death as the quintessential, well,
"passion"— die ultimate test that
any man has ever had to undergoBut this lesus is no lamb. After
being flogged to the point of collapse, the Roman overseer raises
his hand to the cartoonishly
cruel Roman centurions to
cease. Then, an amazing thing
happens lesus, apparently motivated by the look in his mother's
aggrieved eyes, stands back up.
It is at this point that the
Roman overseer permits the use
of the particularly nasty, triplelaced, hooked whips that rendhis
flesh. What was proven with this
show of bravado?
It undermines the entire experience, in my opinion, because
lesus was not there to spite his
tormenters, nor do I imagine
there was a cosmic damage
quota his body had to meet in

order to alleviate sin.
There is a scene where lesus
squashes the head of a snake
with the sole of his sandal and
nibs it into the ground. Albeit,
this was a "bad" snake, but this is
not Jesus-like behavior. He refuses to cry out in response to the
pain inflicted upon him by his
Roman punishers, even though
crying out to the l.ord is supposed to be a show of faith. By
holding it in, Jesus refuses to
swallow his pride. Yes, his pride
let me nin this by you again:
lesus, who never sinned,
demonstrates pride.
1 do not want to see Jesus crying and begging for his life, but
this lesus does not even lose
composure when chunks of his
flesh are ripped away from his
body.
Critic Gabriel Shanks lays
claim to "Gibson's longstanding
prejudice, homophobia," and
cites the menacingly androgynous Satan and the transsexual
I lerod as evidence that Gibson's
phobia seeped into the making
of his film.
This is pretty phenomenal. I
would add that perhaps the reason Gibson did not portray lesus
as a man, but as an unflinching
action hero, was that he fears
Christ might have been — one of
"them."
A flashback in "The Passion"
shows Jesus interacting with his
mother. The Son of Man is portrayed with a sort of self-assured
flippancy that is strikingly similar
to Gibson in interviews and
apart from die way lesus is concepniaiized anywhere else, by
anyone else.
Ardent prophets of faith are
criticized for narcissistically
identifying with Christ. Gibson's
"Passion" is the worst example of
personal self-hero worship ever.

All marriages require a lot of effort
GUY
BATTERSON
Guest Columnist
A fellow student has made an
egregious error in her recent column on same sex-marriage.
While my personal stance on
same-sex marriages is completely irrelevant, there are a few
tilings I would like to clear up.
let's start with the battered
spouse syndrome that is plaguing our nation.
I will not deny the existence of

domestic violence, nor will I dispute that the country's women's
shelters arc lacking in both number and funding. However, one
must take notice that not every
woman in a marriage is a victim
of domestic violence.
The way Ms Beal worded her
column could lead anyone to
think that all marriages are
wrong, and that every woman
who is married either has been
or will be a victim of an incident
domestic violence within the
space of her marriage. Where do
these thoughts come from?
My wife's parents, my grandparents and any of my aunts and

uncles that have been, or are
now, married have never experienced an episode of domestic
violence within their marriages.
These are all people I look to
and use as role models for my
own marriage. Yes, nobody is
perfect, but if you love someone
enough to want to make that
kind of commitment to him or
her, you should know whether or
not they display the type of
behavior that can lead to domestic violence.
If you can't spot it for yourself,
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Besides, why should UAO be
any different than major ticket
distributors?
We are sure that Ticketmaster
doesn't care how many people
don't get to buy the tickets they
are selling, so why should UAO
care?
Also, with every event there is
an allotted amount of space for
people and performers. People
have been complaining about
the choice of venue. Consider
that there is a budget within

which UAO must work. This is
not an uncommon concept.
The venue can seat 900 people, and there are over 18,000
students at the University. Think
of these numbers in terms of the
job field. There are 900 jobs for
18,000 people. This means you
had better find some edge (say,
getting in line earlier than everyone else.)
There are always some occasions in a person's life when they
don't get what they want.

Especially in the case that
requires you to buy a ticket. The
person who doesn't get a ticket is
always upset and the person that
doesn't get the ticket that they
wanted are sometimes upset.
Usually, these people simply
vent steam to their friends and
then forget about it.
However, in the case of the
disgruntled Dane Cook fans,
they have decided to take out
their anger on an innocent victim—UAO.

People need to have
PEOPLE a firm stance on sex
ON THE STREET
How do you plan to
spend the week before
spring break?

VICTORIA VANCE
FRESHMAN. MIDDLE
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"Packing."

DOMINIC WITHERSPOON
FRESHMAN,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"I'm going to sleep
this week and
next week."

ANDY C0TTERMAN
SENIOR, JOURNALISM

"I'm going to drink
more to build
up a tolerance."

WRm
NICK OBERLIN
SOPHOMORE,
BIOCHEMISTRY

"I'm going to
over-tan."

Opinion Columnist
What is your view on sex
these days? Has its meaning
changed? Do we look at it more
as a recreational activity, a
sacred experience or a chore?
Well, whatever position we take
on this, I believe that we should
make a definite decision about
sex. I'm not Sure that we all do.
I don't think this is a subject
that we should just leave in the
air, because it is everywhere and
sooner or later we have to face
it. Most of us probably already
did. And Uierc are some who,
for various reasons, have not.
Regardless of whether you've
"been there, done that" or are
wondering what it's like to be
there, it's helpful to know specifically what stance you'll take.
And then be prepared for
change.
I didn't think my stance
would ever change. I was going
to be married before having any
lovin' and that was that. I was
going to have three kids and a
cat. I was positive that those
decisions would remain that
way, because I was positive that
I would not significandy
change.
But in hindsight, I see that I
was really just taking my first
major steps in establishing my
own identity. And we still are, of
course, because we're always
changing in some way. But
something that has not yet
changed for me is my views on
sex.
No, I don't find it necessary to
be married, but I believe it can
still be sacred. There's this idea
going around that sex has
become cheap, bad (or at least
less 11leaiiiiiglul,i and that deeper connections can be made
non-sexually. While 1 do not
really disagree with these ideas,
I worry that they can debase sex
at its greatest and highest level.
Yes, incredibly deep connections can be made without sex,
but a sexual union can be just as
deep — if not deeper. It
depends on the mindset and
spiritual place of the individuals
involved.
If sex just means going to a
bar and buying some hot chick
drinks until she tells you how
much she loves you while she
vomits, and then taking her to
your place and "scoring," then 1
doubt there will be a deep and

meaningful experience shared.
If a couple that has been
together for five years decides to
get married, and tiien as soon
as the wedding is done they
speed off to a motel and rip
their clothes nil. I doubt diat
will be meaningful, either. That
would just be playing die game
of "marriage first" with little significance underneath.
This can be a deceptively
dangerous game to play, duping
ourselves into thinking that
we're being sacred when we're
really just being traditional. But
a couple who has decided to
wait until they were botii
"ready" on all levels, and then
engage in that sacred dance just
might have something — something that can lift die sexual
experience into the stratosphere.
But wait, what about another
worn-out idea: the one-night
stand? Is it possible diat this
typically looked-down-upon
experience could be just as
meaningful as the last example?
Picture it: Ellen walks into a
cafd while Maria is playing her
acoustic guitar and singing her
soul out to a quiet and distant
crowd. Ellen sits down and
watches her, and feels something deep in her gut that tells
her that she has to talk to Maria.
After she's done and the crowd
claps and snaps, Maria goes
outside for a cigarette.
Ellen goes out with her and
strikes a conversation; they are
botii slowly gripped by an emotional force that they've never
felt before, and by die end of the
evening tiiey feel like they've
known each other forever. They
go to Maria's place and talk until
3 a.m. and find their hands
enveloped in the others.
Their eyes connect and say all
there is to say. And then they
have the most innocent, open
and pure exchange we can
imagine
Could we call them whores
for that? 1 can't. Granted, that
story is very rare and painfully
unlikely, but it can happen. And
that can be deeply meaningful.
So here's the point: I believe
sex can be wonderfully deep,
depending on the people and
die circumstances. But that is
merely my opinion. We all need
to fonnulate our own thoughts
about it and decide for ourselves what's what. What do you
think?
Send all comments to:
explosionofl@msn.com

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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some one else will. Make sure to
ask your family and close friends
what they really think about the
person you intend to marry.
Also, go through marriage
counseling. Any church, and
most states, offer free or low cost
pre-marital counseling. The sessions you spend with a professional counselor can help to
bring out aspects of marriage
you may not have thought of,
also if your significant other is
refusing to see the counselor
with you, that should raise a
major red flag
Now let's look at "marital privilege," shall we?
First of all, there is the issue of
taxation. We've all heard of the
marriage penalty, and yes it really does exist. My wife and I have
$1200 less of a deduction, per
person, than two single people
do.
This translates into a higher
tax bracket, and therefore more
money being kept by the government.
Next up is health insurance.
Yes it's true that my wife could
have added me on to her health
insurance. However, this also

would have cost us extra money.
The Student Insurance here
costs approximately $9O0/year
for an enrolled student, for her
to add me on as a non-student
spoute (which I was until this
semester! would have cost us
$2200/year. That's an additional
$400 over what two single students have to pay. It's not sounding like much of a privilege yet, is
it?
Nothing in a marriage is given
to you. You have to earn everything from your partner's trust,
respect and love, to recognition
by your friends and extended
family that the two of you now
need to be seen as a single family
and not as two individuals.
Marriage is a daily struggle, but it
is a struggle that the participants,
if they truly love and respect one
another, welcome with open
arms.
This struggle pulls the two
closer to one another and helps
them iron out aspects of the
other's personality that, even if
they were co-habitating, they
had never seen before. This
could be how die person handles
finances, the other person's debt
load or even whether or not die

other person snores. Most people don't find out these aspects of
their partner until it's already too
late.
The last thing 1 want to do is
discourage any of you, regardless
of sexual preference, from seeking marriage. However, I wrote
this to make you think.
Think about how being married to the person you love is
going to change your life. Think
about all of the responsibilities
that marriage brings with it.
Most importantly, think about
the energy it will take to keep
with it.
Marriage is a big step in the life
of any couple, and it is a mistake
to enter into it lightly.
The thought of today's society
is diat if your marriage doesn't
work out you can always get
divorced. However, the words
"till death do us part" should
mean just that, and if you're
already thinking that divorce is
an easy way out, you might
want to re-think your plans of
marriage.
Why? Because a divorce is
much harder to deal with than
most aspects of a marriage.

Li;iTKIlST()TIIKKI)IT()l!
UAO does not
deserve criticism
for doing their job
Apparently the University
Activities Organization is guilty of
selling out a show. Someone stop
them. Cut their funding Get
Sidney Ftibeau on the phone, and
chain the UAO office door.
I really wonder what all the
flub is about.
Do you write nasty letters to
Tickctmaster when they sell out a
concert? For example: "Yes, I
want to complain in regards to
your lack of planning with that
Rolling Stones concert last
month. It sold out. Why didn't
you call me first to see if I needed
ticket?"
Grow up people. While you're
growing up get your facts
straight.

The amount of tickets you
could buy was four. Also, UAO
does survey the campus.
I used to be a member of UAO,
and I counted numerous surveys. I wouldn't forget being knee
deep in paper with such genius
suggestions as "Bring Dave," (like
you know the guy enough to be
on a first name basis.)
Let's not forget Dave Chapelle,
Lewis Black and Dane Cooks first
appearances were held in venues
with a 1,000 seats or less and
there were no complaints.
As a former member of UAO, I
can say planning a show is
extremely difficult.
Finding a venue on campus
that is accessible die day an artist
is available is nearly impossible.
Then there are ticket sales, hospitality, lights, sound, security and
publicity. Not to mention opening the paper every day to see
negative feedback from students

MEDICAL

OLLEGE

who have not a clue as to what
goes into planning a show.
I'm not saying Ms Fugle or Mr.
Valasek are in that category, but I
do have a suggestion to them. Go
to UAO and run a story about
what doing a major show in
Bowling Green is like.
Ask them about how our
venues aren't sponsored by
major concert organizations like
at Ohio State and University of
Toledo. Ask them about how die
organization has grown in just
four years. Finally ask them why
they are in UAO. Then maybe
you can write an educated piece
about the organization.
As I said, I am former member
of UAO, but please take note my
opinions are not necessarily
those of the University Activities
Organization.
MATT LARICCIA
STUDENT
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Did you know?
Jean-Claude Van Damme was the alien in the original "Predator"
in almost all the
jumping and climbing scenes.
Snails can sleep for 3 years without eating.

Sanctity of marriage isn't challenged
SHAY
DELAPA
Guest Columnist
In the column, "Marriage
should have more restrictions to
protect "sanctity"" guest columnist Adam Wolfe makes a weak
argument in response to
leannette Beal's article,
"Separation will never mean
equality."
He asks: If marriage is so bad,
"why would gays want it?"
1 le believes it is because there
is a "powerful aura of sanctity
and legitimacy about it." Wolfe
suggests that this sanctity of
marriage, a wholly religious
belief, is in need of protection.
Wolfe also states that most
Americans "have a hard time
with anyone who says their religion shouldn't leave the churchin other words that their religion
should not affect their morality."
Would these same Americans
draft an amendment to the
Constitution enforcing a religious belief?
It is safe to say that ones
morals probably extend from
their religious beliefs. I lowcver,
these two tilings are not necessarily one in the same.
For most Americans, religion
is projected inward and morality
is that which is projected outward. A person's religious beliefs
may hold that marriage is
between a man and a woman,
and not sacred otherwise.
I lowever, it is not morally
acceptable for that person to

BACHELOR DEGREE to a

■ Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, slate and federal
levels (i©., EPA, OSHA)
• Health-care organizations
• Research facilities
The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master of Science m
Occupational Health degree with an A5AC ABET-accredited major in
Industrial Hygiene, as well as, a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Health degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Health.
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:
■ Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared
■ Classes hekJ on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows for more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on fieldwork opportunities
Applicatfoni for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356. maklerman@mco.edu or visit our Web site at:
http://www.rrwo.edu/allri/pubhealth.

Healing Begins with Knowledge

is sanctimonious.
A child has very few rights due
to lack of decision making skills
Polygamy has been made illegal,
not necessarily because of
Christian beliefs, but because of
a secular belief in marriage as
the union of two — not the
union of an infinite number. A
restriction on a right as civilly
fundamental as marriage only
serves to uphold discrimination
as long as it is justified by
Christian Ix'liefs.
Many Americans may find the
idea of gay marriage as something strange, or even disgusting.
There are plenty of situations
people do not want to see or be a
part of. Yet most of diese
Americans continue with their
daily lives never becoming
directly affected.
I would like to know how two
people in love, making an agreement to work on that love for
their whole existence, could
interfere with someone's belief in
the sanctity of their own marriage vows.
The majority of Americans are
against gay and lesbian marriage, and in agreement with
Wolfe. Is tills mainly due to dieir
religious beliefs or their personal
opinions and fears? If it is the
sacredness of marriage that
needs protection from defilement, would dlis same majority
support a Constitutional amendment banning adultery? If there
is anything involved in this argument that is in need of protection, then it is not the sanctity of
marriage, but the idea of love.

OHIO

As awareness of public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities in the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills: air. waste,
.soil, and (cod contaminations; harmful work practices; and bioterrorist
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational health programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as

Take Your

hold his or her religious standard
to someone who does not
embrace the same beliefs. If, as
Wolfe says, die reasons people,
(gay and straight! seek marriage
come from, "deeply felt religious
beliefs," then isn't die denial of
the right of homosexuals to
marry the denial of the exercise
of religion and therefore inherently immoral and illegal? An
Atheist is permitted to marry.
Where is the sanctity in that?
President Bush is the most
openly religious president of our
time. I le is supporting an
amendment to the Constitution
that will deny marriage, a dually
civil and religious freedom, to
millions of Americans.
In a country that has always
supported a separation of
church and state, what merit
does the sanctity or religious
aspect of the issue at hand hold?
When discussing whether or not
to ultimately make something
illegal, any religious belief, even if
that of the majority, should not
be in play.
Wolfe's argument also slates
that "granting gay marriage does
not promise to end the "separate
but equal" chapter in American
history, but rather to open one
up." He argues, "why should
marriage be between two people
exclusively? Or, for that matter,
why can't children have this witii
those substantially older than
them?"
Again, this debate is about
whether or not two adults in love
have the right to marry—not
about whether the majority of
the public believes that marriage

BE IE BIH.
Applications are now available!!!
Pick up yours and return it to
301 Bowen-Thompson Student Union by
March 19th at 5pm.
Remember, secrecy is paramount!
Questions? Call 372-9555 or e-mail us at
thebirds@bgnet,bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/life/

Design on. Design off.
One must tap into the design consciousness before physically
engaging with the computer. Let the master mentally discipline
you for today's design culture. So snap your concentration + give
Unigraphics dojo a ring to set up interview! Ask for the
Uni-master Obringer. Only yellow belts + above who passed
portfolio review may challenge the Uni-master! To create highest
degree of black belt portfolio work, exercise linger now!
Lucky Numbers
419-372-7418

unlgroprilcs
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TWO INJURED IN HELICOPTER CRASH
MEDINA, OI I—A helicopter apparently experiencing mechanical problems crashed into a residential area yesterday afternoon,
injuring the pilot and his wife, the State Highway Patrol said. The
helicopter struck two trees and crashed in a yard during the
emergency landing, the patrol said. Debris from the crash did
minor damage to a parked car in this town about 25 miles southwest of Cleveland.
__

www.bgnews.com/state

STATE

Toledo Diocese to release names of accused
Name releases occurred in three of the 195 U.S. diocese in abuse cases
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — The Toledo
Diocese will release the names and slaws of several Roman Catholic priests
accused of sexually abusing minors, the
bishop said, making it one of a few diocese nationwide to release the information.
Meanwhile, a judge has sealed the
records of a grand jury Investigation into
abuse allegations against the Diocese "I
Cleveland.
The nation's bishops released tallies of
abuse allegations on Friday, giving many
victims the recognition they've long
sought. Ohio's nine diocese and
eparchies reported accusations have

been made against 240 priests from 1950
to 2002.
Toledo llishop Leonard Blair said
I riday he would begin preparing a status
report of the priests by name, adding he
did not yet know when it would l>e
released. The report will not include the
names of nine accused priests who have
died, he said.
Blair reported two weeks ago that 28 of
the diocese's priests, seven non-diocesan
priests and a deacon have been accused
of abuse since 1950, Two were cleared
and 24 have been barred from ministry.
()ne remains under investigation. There
are 19 lawsuits pending.

The allegations involved about 2 percent of the 1,753 clerics who have
worked over the past half century in the
330,000-mcmbcr diocese covering 19
northwest Ohio counties.
David Clohessy, national director of
the Survivors Network of those Abused
by IJriests, said he knew of only three of
195 U.S. diocese that have released
priests' names.
"The question is whether he will provide any new information or just take
information that has already been
reported and compile it into one report*
he said.
Also Friday, Cuyahoga County

Common Pleas ludge John Corrigan
ruled that filesof the Cleveland investigation should remain secret.
I .HI al news organizations had sought
to compel Prosecutor Bill Mason to
release die 50,000 documents compiled
by the grand jury. Hie diocese opposed
their release, citing state laws against disclosure of grand jury evidence.
Corrigan said media outlets did not
present a strong enough case to show a
"particularized need for the information."
One priest and six diocesan employees
were indicted as a result of the investigation, which reported more than 1,000

victims were abused by 145 priests and
351 other sexual offenders. Most cases
were too old to prosecute.
The diocese on Friday reported dial
285 people had made abuse claims
against 118 of the 2,515 priests and
deacons who served since 1950 in the
eight-county diocese, which serves
about 813,000 parishioners.
"We don't know the criteria that the
grand jury used." Bishop Anthony Pilla
said of the discrepancy. "The numbers of
the grand jury included not only priests
in Cleveland, but anyone who abused
children."

1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
(419) 353- 4757

There's a new
bed in town...

sm mm mm mwi
March 3 & 4, from 11-12 @ the UNION LOBBY

mi mmimmv.
■cAry Star POWer-J^rr
Z^X 12 minute tanning bed A^A
52 bulbs
Facial, shoulder,
and side tanners!
Full Service Hair Salon
Student discounts w/ID
CALL (419) 353 4757 for appt.

SPONSORED BY:

Wellness Connection. Student Health Service. Safety Committee. BACCHUS/GAMMA

Preferred Properties Co.
Grand Opening Celebration: March 1-13

NOW
OPEN!

www PreferredPropertiesCo.com

Make your home at:
Updated Haven House • Updated Fox Run •
Piedmont • Newly Renovated Blrchwood •Triplex
Models Now Open
Call

TO
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Bowling Green Dozvnlozvn - 275 S. Main Street

Certificate

of

Deposit

Enter to Win:
Fifth Third Bank
Gift Basket

530 S. Maple St.

FREE

Mon-Frl. 8-12.1-4:30
Sat. 10-2

Membership privilege to newly renovated
Cherrywood Health Spa
•Indoor Heated Pool -New Equipment
•Sauna
'Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available

Including gift certificates to:
Cucina di Bctto • R. Howard Fine Jewelers
Concepts Salon
Enter to win forms available at the
NEW Downtown Bowling Green Banking Centei

Lobby & Drive-Thur Hours:
Mon. -Thurs. 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

"All Day, Everyday"
U0UR.O

419.354.9531
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For ,i limited time only. Fifth Third Bank is
offering a great rate on a 18-Month CD.

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

We'll show you how easy it is to start
earning more...today! Just one of the
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the only bank you'll ever need.
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Taylor leads track at
MAC championships

March 1,
2004

1HI BG NEKS .

Alicia Taylor won the 60
meter hurdles and was third in
the 60 meter dash to lead the
Bowling Green women's track
team to an eighth-place finish
at
the
Mid-American
Conference Championships,
held over the weekend at
Eastern Michigan.
Taylor nearly broke the meet
record in the hurdles, posting a
time of 8.50. The record is 8.43.
Valerie I lolland was fourth in
the 60 meter dash and third in
the 200 meter dash, while
AmberWalker was fourth in the
200 meter dash.
Erica Wilson was fifth in the
high jump after she cleared
1.70 meters and she was ninth
in the long jump, registering a
mark of 5.58 meters.
Look in tomorrow's BG News
for more information about the
MAC Championships.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Swimmers third in conference
ByAdamHritzak
SPORTS REPORTER

The BowlingGreen swimming
and diving team finished third at
the Mid-American Conference
championship this weekend, the
team's highest finish in 11 years.
The Falcons used 12 top-eight
finishes in individual events,
including their first individual
champion, in senior co-captain

Sarah Agnew, since 1996 to finish
strong.
BG head coach Keri Buff, in
her second year leading the
Falcons, saw her team improve
every day in the three-day event.
After day one, BG was in sixth
place, then moved up to fifth
after day two, then getting clutch
performances to capture their
highest finish in the MAC cham-

pionship since 1993. where they
finished second.
Agnew won the individual
medal in the 200-yard breaststroke with a time of 2:18.86 to
edge out reigning champion
lennef Brankovsky of Buffalo.
With the victory, Agnew wound
up earning First-Team All-MAC
honors, becoming the fourth
Falcon to do so since the MAC.

began the honors in 1996. Erin
Dilki's helped BG gain more
points in the 200 by finishing
seventh with a time of 2:22.21.
Miami University, undefeated
in MAC meets during the regular
season, ran away with the competition, winning for the 14th
time in league history and third
year In a row with a final score of
664. Ohio University, who fin-

ished second in MAC com|>etilion, grabbed second place, finishing with a score of 547, followed by BG at 405, closely topping Ball State at 400.5 in Corwin
M. Nixon Aquatic (tenter.
The top individual performances of the championship
went to OU's Shannon Kelly and
Marshall's Milla Ktiurto. both of
whom won tha'c events.

Kent chooses new
football coach
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

KENT, Ohio — Kent State
announced yesterday that
offensive coordinator Doug
Martin will be promoted to
head football coach effective
today.
Martin's offense scored 30 or
more points in each of the
final six games last season,
when the Golden Flashes went
5-7.
Before coming to Kent State,
Martin was an assistant coach
for 11 years at East Carolina.

Gymnasts
propelled
by seasonhigh score
By lason A. Dixon

Women play streaky
en route to 84-79 win
IHE BG NEWS

MUNC1E, Ind. - Ball State's
women's basketball team controlled yesterday's tilt against
Bowling Green for 34 minutes
and 36 seconds.
But the other 10 minutes, 24
seconds - the first 2:09 of the
first half, the last 3:15 of the second half and overtime - were
controlled by the Falcons, as BG
out-scored the Cardinals 34-9 in
that span on its way to a 84-79
victory.
With the win, BG improved to
17-9 and 10-5 in the MidAmerican Conference. The
Falcons guaranteed themselves
no lower than the fifth seed in
the upcoming Mid-American
Conference tournament.
"This was a big gut-check win
for us," BG coach Curt Miller
said. "We had a chance with
seven or eight minutes to roll

over and die against a good
offensive team. They didn't quit,
and didn't roll over, and we
played hard down the stretch.
We played well enough to win."
lust like the rest of the year,
there were many heroes for the
Falcons: Ali Mann led BG with
28 points, including the gameicing free throws; Lindsay Austin
scored six points in overtime
and did the dirty work, grabbing
11 rebounds and recording nine
assists and nine steals; sophomore reserve Tene Lewis hit two
clutch free throws late in regulation; and Megan Thorbum tallied 17 points in the win.
The Falcons, down 70-62 with
3:15 left in the game, scored the
next nine points to grab a 71-70
lead. BSU's Kate Endress, the
league's second-leading scorer,
made one of two free throws
with 25 seconds left, and Mann

was fouled with 5.2 seconds left.
Mann missed both, though, and
the game went into overtime.
Endress opened the scoring in
the extra session with a 3-point
play, but BG scored the next six
to take a 77-74 lead. After Ball
State's lessica Rciter scored,
Austin scored and Mann made a
free throw to put the game out of
reach.
"I think a lot of those situations we were getting outplayed on were long relxiunds
and loose balls," Miller said. "I
thought we competed a lot better over the final 10 minutes, and
we made their transition points
harder to come by.
This was one of Lindsay
Austin's finer games," Miller
added. "She refused to let the
WOMEN, PAGE 11

Mike Metzger BG News

TO THE RACK: Freshman Ali Mann takes it strong to the hoop in
last weekend's game against Kent State. Mann led the Falcons'
scoring attack with 28 in a win over Ball State yesterday.

SPORTS REPORTER

The Bowling Green State gymnastics team scored a seasonhigh team score to defeat
Northern Illinois at the Eppler
Complex yesterday on Parent
Day, 195.175-194.400.
The Falcons were led by cocaptain Melissa Popovich and
Kristin DiPietro, who scored
39.075 and 38.375 in the allaround performance, respectiveiyPopovich finished second
overall in the all-around and
recorded a 9.90 on the uneven
bars and a 9.95 on the floor exercise.
She said the win, which was
BG's first since Feb. 6, was Important for the team's confidence.
"We split up into two teams
during practice last week and
that gave us a chance to compete
against one another, which
helped us today," Popovich said.
"We came out here really confident and it showed in the way we
performed."
The Falcons posted seasonhighs on the uneven bars
149.000), but head coach Dan
Connelly was most impressed
with the season-high 49.425
score BG accounted for on the
floor exercise.
"I said all season long that the
success of the team is going to
depend on how well our freshmen perform, and I thought our
freshmen were outstanding on
the floor," Connelly said referring
to Allison Swafford (9.70) and
Erica Coudriet (9.80).
NIU(4-6, 2-4) was led by allaround champion Kristina
Campos (39.325). Dannielle
Dacey (38.600) andTiffany Nolen
(38.050).
Connelly said next weekend's
home finale against Central
Michigan is going to be even
more important.
"I think we have a lot of confidence right now, but our goal is
to keep improving as the tournament gets closer," he said, "it's
good to have a week before we
get back into action, so they'll
rested up to come out and perform at an even higher level."

Ball State's second half
prowess downs men, 81-71
By Elliott Schremer
ASSISTANT SPORTS E0ITOR

Sam Anderson BG News

LOOKING TO SCORE: BG forward John Reimold looks for an
opening in the defense during Saturday's game against Ball
State. Reimold scored 25 in a losing cause.

Revenge was on the menu but
die Bowling Green men's basketball team wasn't ordering.
An 81-71 loss to Ball Slate was
the second of the season for the
Falcons against the Ordinals
and it couldn't have came at a
worse time.
The loss drops the Falcons to 88 in Mid-American Conference
play while the win lifted Ball State
to 9-7 in the conference.
"The game was decided liy Ball
State," BG head coach Dan
Dakich said. "I thought they
played great. We seemed slow to
everything and they seemed
quick to everything."
Both teams came out slow to
start the game as nobody seemed
to want to take an early lead.
Fart of the reason for the lack-

adaisical play from BG might
have been caused by lackluster
practices since an emotional victory over Toledo last Wednesday.
"I'm really disappointed,"
Dakich said "1 didn't like our
approach yesterday in practice; I
didn't like how we went through
walkthroughs earlier this morning. We just had an immature
approach to this game."
"You're not going to win a
game this important at this point
in the season unless you bring
everything to the table," he said.
While the Falcons may not
have come out with their Agamc. they still managed to find
themselves ahead 33-29 at halltime.
But the second half would provide a much different story as the
A-game of Ball State was displayed.

The Falcons had managed to
control the game to some level
and found themselves with ,i 11
42 lead with 13:13 left in the
game. That's when the flood
gates opened.
The Cardinals were able to
absolutely dominate the offensive sideof the floor the rest of the
game and at one time scored on
13 out of 14 possessions.
"I thought our execution on
offense was pretty flawless at
times." Ball State head coach Tim
Buckley said. "We had a lot more
fight in the second half."
The Cardinals' offense was led
by freshman point guard Peyton
Stovall, who finished the game
with 18 points and three assists
"Our offense felt really fluent,"
Stovall said. "We did a really good
MEN, PAGE 10

Falcons win and tie against NMU
By Kevin Shields
SPORTS REPORTER

Even though Ionian Sigalet
and Northern Michigan's Craig
Kowalski both made 66 saves on
the weekend, Sigalet's Falcons
got a few more breaks and stole
three out of four points from
NMU with a 2-1 win on Friday
and 2-2 tie on Saturday.
lames Unger recorded two
goals and an assist on the weekend to lead the Falcons in scoring. He hooked up with D'Arcy
McConvey to give the Falcons a
1 -0 to start the game Friday.
McConvey was able to beat
Kowalski on the right side of the

net for his ninth goal of the season only 5:04 in off the pass from
Unger. Sigalet made 11 saves in
the period and Kowalski made
10 stops.
The Wildcats came out and
put 19shots on Sigalet in the second, as die Falcons were struggling offensively, only getting
four shots on Kowalski.
Northern took advantage of the
opportunities, evening the game
up at the 7:05 mark of the second
period with a goal by Matt
Hunter to make it 1-1.
"It hit me in the shoulder and
it was bouncing up in the air,"
Sigalet said. "1 went to go catch it

and the Northern player
IHunter] batted it out the air
before it hit the ice. 1 didn't even
see where it went in die net."
A penalty right at the end of
the second period gave the
Falcons a power-play to begin
the final period and they capitalized with the extra-man. Don
Morrison hit Steve Brudzewski
in the left comer, who then hit
Unger in the center of the ice for
the go ahead goal just forty-nine
seconds in.
"We won the face-off then we
got it to Don Morrison, who
passed it to Brew, then Brew gave
me a great pass and it kind-of

went in, Unger said."
Sigalet came up big in the
period and made one of his
biggest saves of the season on
Darin Olver in front just five
minutes after die goal.
"Some guy |Olvcr] came out of
nowhere there all by himself and
I just stayed with him and luckily got my glove on it," Sigalet
said. "It was pretty big to get tiiat
save because the guys responded well after that."
Sigalet making 42 saves on the
night. Kowalski countered with
25 saves of his own, and the
HOCKEY, PAGE 10

Sam Amtanon BG News
IN THE OPEN: BG's Jonathan
Sigalet helped the Falcons with
a gaal over the weekend.
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New stadium gem of Grapefruit League
By Mike Branom
'HE tSSOCIilCO PRESS

I!**-

Chris O'Mune AP Photo
NEW DIGS: Bright House Networks Field, The Philadelphia Phillies
new spring training stadium, is shown in this photo taken in
Clearwater. Fla. The Phillies new spring training stadium is the
Grapefruit League's rookie of the year.

CLEARWATER. Fla. — The
Philadelphia Phillies' new spring
training stadium is the Grapefruit
league's rookie of the year.
Bright House Networks Field
features a spacious locker room
and state-of-the-art (raining
facilities, access for autograph
hounds and stargazers. corporate
suites, easy highway access and
more than double the parking
spaces.
Now the have-nots in the
Grapefruit league, such as the
Cincinnati Reds in Sarasota and
the Baltimore Orioles in Fort
Lauderdale, want their own fields
of dreams.
"We're trying to make sure that
spring training as a travel and
tourism
destination
stays
healthy, and teams have good
facilities," said lohn Allen, chief
operating officer for the Reds,
who've played at no-frills lid
Smith Stadi jm since 1998.
Consider the Orioles' plight.
They not only play in the
Grapefruit League's oldest park
— Fort Lauderdale Stadium

opened in 1961 — but visiting
their
minor-league
camp
involves a 3 1/2-hour drive in
Sarasota.
"It's not an optimum situaUon," Baltimore vice president
lim Beattie said.
That's why the Reds and
Orioles look longingly to
Clearwater—and to Tallahassee,
where state lawmakers dispensed the money that built the
$32 million Bright House
Networks Field.
The legislature is expected to
consider a measure that would
provide partial financing for
refurbishing those teams' stadiums. Four years ago legislation
passed and led to the construction of the Phillies' ballpark and
renovation of four others. A similar bill is in the works as lawmakers prepare to convene their regular session on Tuesday.
"There's always that hope,"
said Nick Gandy, spokesman for
the Florida Sports Foundation,
the state's official sports promotion and development organization. "Since we got the money
once..."

Spring training is a big boost to
Florida's economy. Almost 1.4
million fans attended 265 games
last season, creating an economic impact of about $450 million.
The Grapefruit league turned
to state lawmakers for help in the
late 1990s, after raids by the
Cactus League. The Arizona
Legislature's financial commitment to spring training allowed
promises to be made of shiny stadiums and sprawling complexes
where teams could gather their
players and coaches on one figurative field.
The Chicago White Sox were
the first club to accept an offer,
departing for Tucson in 1998,
allowing the Reds to move from
Plant City into Ed Smith Stadium.
After Phoenix-area
voters
approved another round of funding in 2000, the Kansas City
Royals and Texas Rangers moved
three years later to the suburb of
Surprise. Also, the Ios Angeles
Dodgers strongly considered
leaving famed Dodgertown In
Vero Beach.
That movement got Florida's
attention. In 2000, Gov. |eb Bush

signed a measure allocating up to
$75 million to five municipalities
that wanted to upgrade their stadiums. The money came with
two requirements: Funding had
to be matched, and the teams
had to sign leases of at least 15
years.
When the first cry of "Play ball!"
was heard in 2003, renovations
were corrtplete at four ballparks:
loker Marchant Stadium in
Lakeland
(Detroit Tigers),
Osceola County Stadium in
Kissimmee (Houston Astros),
Knology Park in Dunedin
(Toronto Blue lays) and
Dodgertown.
And with Philadelphia opening
its 2004 schedule against the New
York Yankees on Thursday,
Florida's first new ballpark in six
years debuts.
Also improved is Tradition
Field in Port St. Lucie, home of
the New York Mets. But that was
done with county money, rather
than state funding.
"It's a win-win situation," Bush
GRAPEFRUIT, PAGE 9

Stanford beats Oregon St Joe's escapes with
win over Rhode Island
By lanie McCauley

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

STANFORD,
Calif.
—
Somehow, Josh Chiklress ended
up in the amis of his fellow students in the front row of their
rowdy rooting section.
The Stanford star made sure
the top-ranked Cardinal ushered
out an era at Maples Pavilion in
perfect fashion. 1 le had 29 points,
12 rebounds, five assists and
three blocks, and Stanford won
its school-record 25th straight
game, 76-55 over Oregon.
Chiklress was 10-for-16 from
the field, including 4-of-6 from 3point range in what some believe

might have lieen his final home
game before declaring himself
eligible for the NBA draft.
And he was the first to lead a
charge into the student section to
celebrate the team's fourth conference title in six seasons and a
14-0 record this season at Maples
ftivilinn, which will soon undergo major renovations.
"It was a spontaneous thing,"
he said. "We have the best fans in
the country ... I'm die type of guy
who likes to celebrate. But 1 know
I have to stay focused and we
have to stay focused,"
That's why the 6-foot-8 forward deflected questions about

whether he'd return for his senior
season next year. I le's living in the
now.
And why not? This has been
one fun ride for everyone
involved.
The Cardinal didn't need an
improbable comeback against
Oregon this time — they never
trailed.
Stanford (25-0, 16-0 Pac-10)
beat the Ducks at home for the
18th consecutive time in a
matchup that was nothing like
the last meeting, when the
Cardinal rallied from a 19-point
second-half deficit to win 83-80
in Eugene on Ian. 31.

Falcon Basketball
www.bgsufalcons.coin

BGSU vs. Toledo
7:00 P.M.
Tuesday, March 2nd
Anderson Arena
Sports fans don't miss out on your last
chance to say goodbye to this years
seniors in their FINAL regular
season game!
Also if the Falcons score 85 or
more points and win its FREE fries at 85
courtesy of McDonald's!

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket

By Jimmy Golen
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. —
Second-ranked Saint Joseph's is
still undefeated after passing its
toughest test in months.
The Hawks won their 26th
consecutive game on Saturday,
beating Rhode Island 57-55 on a
go-ahead basket by Delonle
West in the final minute. Jameer
Nelson scored 21 points and
West had 19 for Saint Joe's,
which has only a home game

against lowly St. Bonaventure
and the Atlantic 10 tournament
standing in the way of a perfect
regular season.
No team has entered the
NCAA tournament unbeaten
since UNI.V in 1991.Top-ranked
Stanford was also undefeated
going into Saturday night's
game against Oregon.
It was never more than a
three-point game for the final 10
minutes. A 3-pointer by West
made it 56-55 with 57 seconds

left and he added a free throw
with 19 seconds to play.
Rhode Island had two shots
— one to tie by Dawan
Robinson and Steve Mello's desperation 3-pointer — for the
win but the buzzer sounded as
they scrambled for a loose ball
and Saint Joe's had escaped.
The Hawks (26-0, 15-0)
haven't had a game this close
since Dec. 20, when Nelson hit
the game-winner against
California with 5 seconds left.

Utofit Out!
THE MEN OF DANNY'S!
A<MUU

ONE NIGHT ONLY! MARCH 8TH

Get your Tickets Today! $10 in Advance or $15 at the Door Night of Show!
Tickets available at Deja Vu or one ot our spnsors! The Pleasure Boutique. Airport Adult Video,
Connections Comedy Club, Davey K's Joint/Total Image Limoslne and Ron's Auto Care.

pi |>i

o UIM

S15 Dances & S3 Mixed Drinks

Gel ln FREE w/ u,,ion Card or
Valid College ID (must be 21)

M0N/WED "MCSSr
All Mixed Drinks $2.00
T~l—I D

Customer Appreciation Night
No Cover w/ Vu annarel

Aways. Contests & More

135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079

Celebrate SI. Patrick's
Day the Vu Way!
Green Jello Wrestlling

Where the Party Never Ends®

26tll/27th Retro Weekend is Back!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

ateSfeftTCttfeli

Design meant to be easy.
...not forced.
Design simple when one follows proper techniques.
Unigraphics provides the perfect training ground for new interns.
So get back on your feet + give Unigraphics dojo a ring
to set up interview! Ask for the Uni-master Obringer.
Only yellow belts + above who passed portfolio review
may challenge the Uni-master! To create highest degree of
black belt portfolio work, exercise finger now!
Lucky Numbers

419-372-7418

unigraphics

.
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Woods wins match play title
By Doug Ferguson
THt ASSOCIATED PBfSS

CARLSBAD, Calif. — Tiger
Woods simply has no match.
Spraying his tec shots all over
the course, Woods went 25 holes
before he finally took the lead
yesterday, then roared past Davis
Love HI w*th key putts to win the
Match Play Championship for
the second straight year, 3 and 2.
"I was in quite a few places
where I was in trouble," Woods
said. "The good ol' flat stick is the
great equalizer."
Woods won for the 40th time
on the PGA Tour in just his 149th
start, the quickest anyone has
reached that milestone. Jack
Nicklaus played 221 events
before he won his 40th tournament.
Woods earned $ 1.2 million, the
biggest prize to date on the PCiA
Tour, and reminded everyone

who's No. 1 in the world — and
who's the best when the worid
gets together.
He won for the eighth time in
the 14 official World Golf
Championships he has played.
F.vcn more impressive is his
back-to-back victories in the
Accenture
Match
Play
Championship, the most unpredictable format in golf because of
the five 18-hole matches required
to gel to the finals
Woods thrives on this format.
"Right from the first tee, it's
eyeball-to-eyeball," he said.
"That to me is a great rush."
His amateur record was
among the best ever — three
straight U.S. lunior Amateurs, followed by three straight U.S.
Amateur titles. His professional
record is starting to catch up, now
20-3 in this event.
I ILs game wasn't sharp yester-

More teams look
for new stadiums
GRAPEFRUIT, FROM PAGE 8
spokeswoman Alia Faraj said. "It's
a boast for the city, for the state's
economy and attract thousands
and thousands of fans,"
But Faraj said the governor
could not commit to signing a bill
that hasn't even been introduced.
"That is why there is a process in
place," she said.
No detail was overlooked at
Bright House, from the 6.800
seats all angled toward the pitcher's mound to prevent strained
necks, to the playing field's
dimensions
matching
the
Phillies' new major-league stadium, Citizens Bank Park. With a
concourse surrounding the field,
the only rime fans will miss a
pitch is if they're in the restrooms.
Since 1997 the Phillies had

day, but Love helped make sure
that wasn't a factor by missing a
half-dozen puns inside 10 feet
and failing to answer once Woods
finally took the lead.
"He was missing fairways the
first 18 holes, and I let him get
away with it," Love said. "I played
pretty good. I just didn't have it on
the greens."
He also had to deal with a
heckler who let out a "Whoop!"
when Love missed a par putt on
the 20th hole that squared the
match.
The fan started saying, "No
l/we!" as Love stepped to his ball
on the fifth tee. I le sought out the
fan and said, "We're not leaving
until he's out of here."
They got the fan out of there—
and it wasn't long before Woods
took Love out of the match.
Woods wasn't nearly dominant
as last year, when he needed only

112 holes over five days.
He couldn't find a fairway in
the morning session and was
lucky to be only one down after
the first 18 holes. Woods had to
save par from behind the first
green when the afternoon session began, squared the match
when I/we missed die second
green and made bogey, and then
it was a matter of who would take
control.
The odds were on Woods,
although no one could have
guessed it would happen on No.
7.
Woods shoved another drive
into the deep rough, behind two
trees with a small gap between
the branches. Woods took a
mighty swing with a 9-iron from
126 yards and didn't see the ball
until it dropped behind the flag,
stopping 12 feet away against the
fringe.

Dennis Poroy-

ADMIRING: Tiger Woods watches a tee shot during his 36-hole
finals match against Davis Love III at the Accenture Match Play
Championship yesterday.

Michigan downs Ohio State
By Larry lage
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

wanted to move out of lack
Russell Stadium, their home for
48 springs. The park is located in
a declining neighborhood without good road access — and to
put a point on its decrepit condition, a row of seats collapsed
under a city commissioner's feet
in 2001, leaving hum injured and
dazed within the stadium's bow-

els
But only when the state made
its funding commitment did the
team, Clearwater and Pinellas
County follow.
"It would not have been done
without all four partners," said
Kevin Dunbar, Clearwaler's parks
and recreation director.
AP Sports Writer joe Kay in
Cincinnati contributed to this
story.

Carlos Osono Af'Ptrio

WRASSLIN': Michigan guard Daniel Horton
knocks the ball away from Ohio State's
Brandon Fuss-Cheathan yesterday. Michigan
won, 75-64.

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Lester Abram
scored 20 points and Michigan kept its
hopes of making the NCAA tournament
alive with a 75-64 win over Ohio State on
yesterday.
The Wolverines (16-9, 7-7 Big Ten) have
won three of four but need to finish strong
on the road against Indiana and
Northwestern and in the conference tournament to play in the NG\As for the first
rime since 1998.
The Buckeyes 113-14, 5-9) had won two
straight, both on the road. Tony Stockman
led Ohio State with 22 points, Terence Dials
scored 13 and Velimir Radinovic added 11
points and seven rebounds.
Abram scored 10 points in the first half to
help Michigan earn a nine-point lead and
had 10 points after halftime as the
Wolverines stayed ahead comfortably.
In his last scheduled home game, senior
Bernard Robinson had 13 points and five
assists. Reserve Brent Petway tied a career
high with 12 points and had eight rebounds
and three blocks. Daniel Horton added 10

points and six assists.
Abram made two 3-pointers and a putback in two-plus minutes to give Michigan
a 52-38 lead midway through the second
half. Ohio Slate then pulled within seven
but could not get closer.
The Buckeyes got off to a good start and
did not trail until 8:30 remained in the first
hall.
Michigan went ahead during a 13-2 run
and later scored eight straight points to take
control of the game. Michigan led 40-31 at
hiilllimc.
While it may be difficult for the
Wolverines to make the N( J\A tournament,
it was impossible just a few months before
the season.
The NG\A accepted the school's many
self-imposed sanctions — stemming from
its involvement with now-deceased booster lid Martin — but added an additional
year of a postseason ban.
In September, however, Michigan
became the first school in five years to win
an appeal of a postseason ban and is now
eligible to play in the NCAA or NTT this season.
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# SPRING#
of things!
PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of III. ofT 1-75)
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5: Sunday 12-4

20%
OFF
with student il)
ill HKYtRUU.UH \TK>NONn i

luM on* par custom*.
VaW or*, at Mttceaung locations
Not vMd MT purchase or renewal ol Gold Card
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Forget About
Parking Worries...
WALK TO CLASS
Close to Campus
Free Gas, Heat, Water & Sewer
222 S. COLLEGE #1 & 2: One bdrm unfurn. $400.00 +
electric. Off street parking. Cat permitted.
228 S. COLLEGE: One bdrm unfurn or turn. Apts. $400.00 + electric. Off street
parking. Cat permitted.

The Office of Residence Life and The Resident Advisor Council
proudly congratulate those Resident Advisors making the
Dean's List for Fall Semester, 2003

Congratulations on your accomplishment!
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222 S. COLLEGE- HOUSE: Two bdrm unfurn. $875.00 + electric. Off street parking.
Cat permitted.
228 S. COLLEGE: Two bdrm unfurn Apts. $550.00 + electric. Off street parking.
Cat permitted.
Close to Campus
234 S. COLLEGE- UPPER: One bdrm unfurn Apt. Large kitchen w/off street
parking and nice size yard. S410.00 + utilities. Cat permitted.
234 S. COLLEGE- HOUSE: Two bdrm lower apt. Washer/dryer hookup. Off street
parking. $800.00 + utilities. Cat permitted.
234 S. COLLEGE- LOWER: Small two bdrm lower apt. Off street parking and nice
size lot. $315.00 + utilities. Cat permitted.
534 S. COLLEGE #A & B: Three bdrm. unfurn. Townhouse. Close to campus with
off-street parking. Washer/dryer hookups. $900.00 + utilities.
734 ELM ST: Three bdrm unfurn. House. Close to campus. Washer/dryer hookup.
Pet permitted. $750.00 + utilities.

check us out at www.newloverentals.com
332 S. Main .
Bowling Green

,

(419) 352-5620
newloveinfo@
newloverentals.com

NEWIPVEi
Rentals
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Acheson, Stephanie
Ainsworth, LaTwila
Bach, Sarah
Bateson, Park
Beachy, Abigail
Boltz, Lauren
Bumb, Ashley
Calabrese, Anthony
Campbell, Caleb
Carbone, Rebecca
Carroll, Adam
Colella, Kristin
Collingwood, Curt
Core, Clifton
D'Emilio, Leah
Dague, Demaris
David, Maura
Denney, Alex
Ditmer, James
Dlugiewicz, Amanda
Doller, Gloria
Dorchester, Amber
Drinkwine, Lissa
Ficker, Katherine
Fratus, Julie
Fruth, Kimberly
Fulkert, Anne
Galvin, Rebecca
Garver, Kristin
Gebhart, Kyle
George, Sheila
Gerwin, Joseph
Gilsdorf, Grant
Gordon, Warren
Griffin, Lynsey
Haas, Melissa
Hall, Gregory
Hampton, Deborah
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Haney, Anna
Helsel, Michael
Jones, Amanda
Kampfe, Jonathan
Kaufman, Joseph
Kelly, Brandon
Key, Jennifer
Kohlrieser, Greg
Kuebel, Christa
Kunk. Jody
Lamb, Jonathan
Under, Elizabeth
Under, Lindsey
Little, Amanda
Macali, Jennifer
Mallis, Natalie
Maroon, Dustin
Marquart, Kylene
McGushin, Katherine
Miller, Stephen
Monaco, Leslie
O'Donnell, Molly
Poulton, Ann
Sanfilippo, Rochelle
Scarvelli, Rory
Scharer, Kyle
Schwarz, Renee
Shaw, Leah
Stanowick, Daniel
Tayek, Martina
Tournoux, Cheryl
Trout, Angela
Van Walbeck, Katie
Vitale, Mike
Wendt, Ken
Willson, Jaime
Woerner, Kathleen
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Men ready
forMACleading
Broncos

Hockey barely survives weekend
nine seconds left in the period.
The Falcons out-shot the
Wildcats 13-3 in the final period;
however, Rob Lehtinen took
advantage of a 2 on I to give
Northern a 2-1 lead with 8:34 left
in the game. Bowling Green kept
battling and Jonathan Sigalet
found the net with just 3:59 left to
even the game at 2-2.
"We had a TV time-out not
long before, and coach just wanted everything at the net,"
lonathan Sigalet said. "I got the
puck and there were about six
guys in front of Kowalski and I
couldn't even see him. So I figured if I couldn't sec him, then he
couldn't see me and I put the
puck on net and got a bit lucky."
The game went to overtime,
but neither team could find die
net and the game ended in a 2-2
tie. Kowalski made 41 saves and
Sigalet made 24.
The two
remained tied for the Perani Cup
standings for three star of the
game points.
"I was seeing the puck really
well for the most part tonight and
it's unfortunate fur us that the last
goal hit a partition in front and

HOCKEY. FROM PAGE 7

MEN, FROM PAGE 7
job of making the extra pass and
hitting our shots when we were
open."
The loss is a setback to a
Falcons team that is in the thick
of the MAC race. But the worst is
yet to come for BG as they will be
hosting MAC West leading
Western Michigan tonight.
Western dealt BCi one of their
largest losses of the season when
they dominated the Falcons 8873 in Kalamazoo. The Broncos
will bring the league's most talented trio to the game as
Anthony Kami. Ben Reed and
Mike Williams come into the
contest scoring a combined 47.4
points per game.
The Falcons will be looking to
rebound and can do so tonight
when
they
host Western
Michigan in a game that will be
televised by Fox Sports Ohio.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Sam Anderson BG New

BATTLING FOR THE PUCK: BG's James Unger goes after the
puck against Northern Michigan this past weekend. Unger led
the Falcons with two goals in their two games.

Wildcats out-shot the falcons 4327.
"I think it was a game where
we were able to do just enough to
win a game," head coach Scott
Paluch said. "I thought we survived the second period where
Northern dominated that period,
then caught a little break there
and played much better in the
third. Then Ionian was Ionian
when he had to be tonight and
Kowalski on the other side gave
them a good chance to win too."
On Saturday, the teams skated
to a scoreless first period in
which both Kowalski and Sigalet
came up big again. The Wildcats
stnick finally at the 14:50 mark of
the second, as Fat Bateman put
in a cross-ice pass on a delayed
penalty to give Northern a l-O
lead.
The physical play that went on
all weekend continued until the
end of the period when the
Falcons tied it up. Unger out-battled a Wildcat defender in front of
the net and heal Kowalski on his
right side to make it I -1 with just

went in," Kowalski said. "I
thought lordan played well all
weekend for them and it was the
type of weekend I expected with
me and him having great years."
Paluch talked about the
atmosphere with die Fox Sports
Net television coverage and
wanting to keep playing for his
seniors, who played their last
home games.
"I thought it was a great college
hockey game and the atmosphere was great with both goalies
playing the way they were advertised," Paluch said. "We had two
big goals by two good freshmen
in Unger and lonathan and we
avoided a period like the second
last night. We have a great group
of seniors and we want to keep
playing good hockey for them.
We want to continue to play good
and allow these guys to keep
playing as long as we can."
With the win and tie, the
Falcons move to 10-16-9 overall
with a Central Collegiate I lockey
Association record of 8-13-6.
They will play their final regular
season game on Thursday night
at Western Michigan.

www.bgsufalcons.com

What Do You Care About V\tek

Falcon Basketball
BGSU
vs.
W. Michigan
Monday
March 1st
8:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

HUNGER KILLS...
Everyday, more than 30,000 children around the world die of hunger.
To be a part of the solution, take ownership of the problem.
BGSUrve cordially invites you to attend this year's

Hunger Banquet
Monday, March 22, 2004
5:00-7:00 PM
OlscampioiA

Don't miss out on your chance to bo
on television as Fox Sports Ohio will
televise tho Falcons FINAL
rogular soason game!

Bringing a non-perishable food item is recommended.
RSVP to the Office of Campus Involvement at 372-2343 or e-mail
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu by March 16, 2004.

Also ono lucky fan will got tho
chance to win a Popsl Prize In tho
Popsl Challenge!

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSU Ticket

Part-time work.
Big time benefits.

Spring Is
Almost HereUl
«■
Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING
Call 353-5800

For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding, but
the rewards are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a
sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Hillsdalc Apt, 1082 Fairview

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8.50-$10.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises
Accepting applications Monday-Thursday,
8am-1pm and Friday, 11am-1pm:
FedEx Ground
650 S. Reynolds Road

Toledo, OH
(1 mile north of Airport Highway)
800-582-3577 "
fedex.com/us/careers
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Heinzsrte Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starling at $415/Mo.

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St or
check website
www, meccano mm
for complete listing
for next year.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Women
start, end
strong in
victory

MAC MEN'S NOTEBOOK

WOMEN, FROM PAGE7

AKRON, Ohio — Derrick
Tarver scored 33 points, including a layup with 1:52 left that put
Akron ahead for good in its 6461 win over Kent State yesterday.
Tarver made 13-of-18 shots
from the field forthe Zips (13-12,
7-9 Mid-American Conference).
His layup gave Akron a 58-56
lead. Dm Joyce III then hit four
foul shots and Tarver sealed the
win with two foul shots with 3.4
seconds left.
Brian Bedford and DeAndre
1 laynes missed 3-pointers in the
final seconds for the Golden
Hashes (20-5, 13-3) that would
have tied the score.
While Tarver hit 72 percent of
his shots, his teammates made
just 9-of-28 shots from the floor
(32 percent). Rick McFadden
was the next highest scorer with
seven points.
Tarver scored seven points in
a 10-0 run late in the first half
that gave the Zips a 30-25 lead.
His 3-pointer with 17:34 left put
the Zips ahead 34-26 before

Akron beats Kent,
Marshall over Ohio
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

team lose. She was terrific again
tonight"
BG jumped out to an 11 -0 lead
as Ball State started five seniors
and the MAC's active leading
scorer, Kate Endress, watched.
Megan Thorbum, who returned
to her starting role in the absence
of Carin Home, scored five of her
13 first-half points in that stretch
while Mi Mann had four. The
Cardinals, though, were unfazed,
and steadily climbed back into
the game.
BG led by as many as 14 at 217, but BSU scored six straight to
cut the lead to eight. Stefanie
Wenzel's trey minutes later gave
the Falcons a 26-15 lead, but
lohna Goff, who scored 13 in the
first half, scored five straight to
cut the lead to 26-20.
Another Goff trey at the 2:15
mark of the half gave the
Cardinals their first lead of the
game at 35-34, and she scored
the Cards' last five of the half for
their 40-37 halftime lead.
BG now has a chance to clinch
the fourth seed in the tournament with a win tomorrow over
Toledo and can even clinch a
share of the West Division title
with an Eastern Michigan loss.
Check out tomorrow's BG News
for a preview of tomorrow's tilt
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Kent State went on 8-0 run
capped by a 3-pointer by Eric
Haut to tie the score at 38.
Neither team had more than a
five-point lead the rest of the
way.
Haut scored 17 points for the
Golden Hashes, who hit 37 percent of their shots from the field.
)ohn Edwards had 10 points.

MARSHALL 71, OHIO 68
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) —
Marvin Black scored 15 points
and made two crucial free
throws with four seconds
remaining, helping Marshall
hold off Ohio 71-68 yesterday
after nearly blowing a 22-point
lead.
The Bobcats (9-18, 6-10 MidAmerican
Conference)
outscored the Herd (10-15. 7-9)
49-32 in the second half, including 14-6 over the final two minutes.
left" llalberts two free throws
pulled Ohio to 69-68 with five
seconds remaining. Thomas
Stephens missed a 3-pointer to

Dry cereal for
breakfast was ^S
invented by John
Henry Kellogg at the
turn of the century.

tie at the buzzer after Black's free
throws gave Marshall a threepoint lead.
Black finished 7-for-8 at the
line and added nine rebounds.
Tre Whined scored 17 points,
Ronny Dawn had 12 and Enoch
Bunch 11 for Marshall.
Sonny Troutman led Ohio
with 28 points. He made 9-of-13
field goals, including 4-of-5 3pointcrs, and connected on 6of-7 at the line. James
Bridgewater added 11 points for
the Bobcats.
Marshall closed the first half.
on a 19-4 run to lead 39-19 at the
break and scored the first basket
after halftime for its biggest
advantage at 41-19. The Herd
shot 53.3 percent in the first half
to 29.6 percent for Ohio.
The Bobcats still trailed by 17
points with 8:00 remaining
when Troutman hit a layup, 3pointcr and two free throws in a
9-2 run that cut the Herd's lead
to 58-49 with 4:42 to play.

Travel

Classified
Ads

372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertise men ts that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis or race, sex, color, creed.
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other legally protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found to
be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature
All advertisements arc subject to
editing and approval.

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
— SPRING BREAK —
World Famous Tikt Bar1
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
J

The Fun Place"

Services Offered
Make money taking on-line surveys.
Earn $10 to S125 lor surveys.
Earn $25 to $250 for focus groups.
Visit www.cash4students convbowlg

Personals

Travel

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time
PLUS our free (yes. free)
fund raising solutions
EQUALS $1.0O0-S2.000
in earnings for your group
Call TODAY lor a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fund raiser with
Campus Fundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser.
(888) 923-3238, Or visit
www.campuriundraiRnr rnm

#1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties. Free Covers & Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise $279! Cancun, Jamaica, Nassau $529! Daytona $159!
www.SpringBreahTravei.com
J-800-678-6386

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
2-4-1 Pizza's 5 to 9 pm.
352-9638 Pick up or Dine in.
Tan tor Spring Break!
1 mo unlimited - $30 booth or bed
Semester unlimited • $50
Campus Tanning. Close to Campus
352-7889

Campus Events
INTRAMURAL
BROOMBALL ON ICE
ENTRIES DUE MARCH 2
INTRAMURAL
VOLLEYBALL ENTRIES DUE
MARCH 16

Ready for Spring Break???
Let the University Bookstore take you f rom...
...chilly Bowling Green to the sunny beaches of Florida

McDonald's was the first
fast food franchise to
locate on Wooster Street

-1 6 2Bedroom

Bedroom

Apartments

Townhouses

• Carports
- IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement

Management Inc.
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bookstore
Hours of Operation
Mon-Thurs: 9:00am-7:30pm
Friday: 9:00am-5:30pm
Sat & Sun: 12:00pm-5:30pm

The bookstore has
everything you need for
Spring break, from
magazines to tank tops,
beach towels and flip-flops!
Everything is bursarable!

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

8Hf££A/, ^(D^Xr- T-'If-fXi

Intern-san, your
best design yet to come!
You've waited long enough, be like cat, pounce on opportunity.
Internships now available for students under the
instruction of the Uni-master. So strike now + give the
Unigraphics dojo a ring to set up interview! Ask for the
Uni-master Obringer. Only yellow belts + above who passed
portfolio review may challenge the Uni-master! To create highest
degree of black belt portfolio work, exercise finger now!
Lucky Numbers
419-372-7418

unigraphics

1
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Help Wanted

Wanted

For Rent
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brought to you by
2 tickets to the Dane Cook Show.
Will pay S30 per ticket Please call
419-304-9692
Graduation tickets lor 1 00 pm
ceremony. Will pay. Call Mark
513-544-5348 (cell).

Help Wanted

'BARTENDING' S300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 counselors/instructors needed'
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohikan.800-488-4321 lohikan.com
Activities Assistant Summer 2004
Plan and implement daily activities
lor Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park, a
family camping resort, only live
miles trom Six Flags Worlds ol Adventure, a great experience to place
on your resume especially lor those
in education and recreation. Mail
your resume to: Attn. Andrea. Jellystone Park 3392 St Rt 82 Mantua.
OH 44255 or email
aurorayogi@aol.com. Competitive
wages (no living accomodations).
BG Country Club' Fairway Grill accepting applications lor bartenders &
servers. Must be avail, to start immed. Day or night shift openings 923
Fairview Ave.
DON'T BECOME A STATISTIC
Growing company seeks motivated
individuals tor Cust. Sales/Service
positions Flex Schedules Excellent
pay. Training provided All ages
18+. Conditions exist Apply Now!
Start Now! 419-861 6133 or apply al
worklorstudents.com/np
Great Situation
Care giver needed in our home for
2 children Starting Fall ol 04
2 days/wk 419-823-1384
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED FOR
VOLLEYBALL. APPLY 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK WEB
SITE. COMPLETE AND RETURN
TAKE-HOME RULES TEST BY
MARCH 15. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON MARCH 16 AND 18.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS
NEEDED FOR SOCCER.
APPLY 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE
OR CHECK WEB SITE.
COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKEHOME RULES TEST BY MARCH
16. MUST ATTEND CLINICS ON
MARCH 17 AND 18

Female dancers wanted @ The
Fireplace Lounge in Port Clinton.
Apply in person March 5, 6. 12. 13
<9 221 Madison St.. Port Clinton,
OH between 4-7pm
Looking for a place to live this summer'' Maumee family seeking an experienced person to provide live in
help for a stay at home mom with six
young, healthy, energetic children
Room and board plus weekly salary.
Please call Ronee al 419-867-6865
for interview.
Put-In-Bay
Village of Put-in-Bay is Seeking
Dockmasters S Park Maintenance
Workers for the 2004 season Good
Pay Ferry Pass Reimbursement
Housing available. Must be 16 or
older Call 419-285-5112or
|;il:,icl" n [ cros D0J »* ycir r ,imc S
address lor an application.
Sports! Funl Outdoors! Kldsl
Money! Maine camp needs lun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080. apply www.campcedar.com
Spring & Summer jobs available At
this lime we are hiring Supervisors &
Umpires for our Youth baseball program. Hours are flexible. For more
information, call Tim Dunn 419-4091942 or nights 419-353-2918.
Summer Job Fair!
Wednesday. March 17th. noon-4
Room 202. Student Union.
Over 55 companies.
Wanled CHILDCARE provider at my
Perrysburg home lor AFTERNOON
ONLY lor a 6 yr. old and 2 schoolage after 4PM Excellent pay Call
Gina at 419-878-4930 or 419-8774614.

For Sale
#1 Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From $279' Party
With Real World Pans Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties' Great
Beaches & Nightlife! Includes Meals.
Port/Hotel TaxesM -800-678-6386
www.SpringBrcakTrovci.com
1987 Honda CRX. 4 cyl. 35 mpg.
$2500 OBO. 1990 Acura Integra 2
door. $1500 OBO 419-425-5520
1991 red, pretty Toyota truck XTD
cab. 55K, rebuilt engine, new
brakes, radiator, battery. No rust.
$4000 OBO 354-2910
1993 Ford F-150 87K. XTD cab.
Red, little rust. Needs engine work
Best offer. 354-2910
1998 maroon Jarvis 5 speed bicycle
Sturdy cruiser. Good components.
$150 OBO. 354-2910

CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
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K

Hiring seasonal maintenance staff.
Starting wage S8.00/hour. Complete
an application at the park office at
1291 Conneaut Ave.
Applications accepted until positions
are filled.
The City of Bowling Green is an equal opportunity employer.AA.
1291 Conn<eau* Awe. Bowling
Monday-rrlday fi

'Going fast Ig, & am, houses & apis,
New lower prices all next to campus
930 S 926 E Wooster 6 bdrms $500
credit security deposit
303 E Merry. Ig porch. 3 liv. rms.
321 E Merry A-0,4-6 bdrm gr shape
211 8 307 1/2 E. Reed St. 1-3 bdrm
315 E. Merry 2-4 bdrms inclu. all util
316 & 311 E Merry Apts Ig 2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
»3 also Eff. Call 3530325 9am-9pm
1. 2 & 3 Ddrm apts available now
Call for prices & locations
352-0717
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No _ do
Physicians'org.
Make a lap
Depth charges
Greg Norman's nickname
m
m
Best friends
in
Provo's state
V
Morrison or Braxton
M
Dog-tired
l\
After a fashion?
u
' I
Park way
Pyleor Kovacs
Green years
Subtle meaning
Spreadsheets
411
Barest trace
Game site
Park way
Pub quaft
Sitcom pioneer Desi
' '"' '
San Diego ballplayer
Dumblounds
46 President Wilson
Beatle follower?
50 Brazen
'
Horn-rims eg
51 Usher's beat
Cut into small pieces 52 Indian jackel style
Fertilizer compound 54 City in Yorkshire
Peg on a golf course 57 "Fargo" producer
58 My goodness!
59 Start ol a sphere?
61 Dandy
45 Florence's flooder
63 "A Chorus Line" number
46 Dwindle
64 Collection of anecdotes
47 End ol a racket?
es Salaam. Tanzania
88
48 Gusto
49 Of Ihe ear
50 Shiny fabric
53 Island greetings
ANSWERS
55 Lung filler
56 Dead
M
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60 Military grp.
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62 Drive selfishly
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66 Ad award
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68 Shalala or Summer
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69 Puppy cry
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70 Take apart
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71 Utter oaths
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2 bdrm apt. Pets Allowed
$550/mo. Newly renovated
Call 770-823-3396 or 419-367-1331.
2 bdrm unfurn. 1/2 blk. from
campus Avail Mayor Aug. $625/
mo. includ. all util. & gas. Deposit
required. Phone: 419-277-2249.
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2 bdrm. unfurn. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822.

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
22
23
26
28
29
33
34
35
36
39
40
42
43

2 sblsrs. (M/F) needed May-Aug. on
Manville less than 1 blk from campus. Own bdrms., Ig kitch. & Ivg rm.
central air & parking inc. 419-3071407 or 419-214-3352 for more info
3 bdrm. house Close to campus
Good size, nice yard. $1000/mo
Call 686-1144
4 bedim, house avail. May. 1 yr.
lease close to downtown $1280
mo S ulil. 2 car garage. 419-7877577.
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets 353-8206
Lots of light. 2 story. 2 bdrm. duplex
for May through Aug S675/mo
Please call 352-1995

Joses' houses
Places
Help a perp
"Witness" sect
At the summit of
Old Italian bread'
"The Birdcage" star
Reiin-A target
Pulverizing
Yang's counterpart
Japanese P.M. (1972-74)
Minute amounts
Persia today
Fuzzy rests?
Less than chipper
Fish catchers
Demo ending?
Considers
Wildebeest
Takeoffs
Baby lood
Potting soil

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
23
24
25
27
30
31
32
37
38
40
41
44
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One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822
Rmte. needed immed. $400 per mo.
inci all ulil.. cable & local phone No
deposit, nice Non-smoker pre!.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ
419-353-5860
Something For Everyone
Clean-Comfortable, Affordable
Graduate Students
601 Third St. 1 bdrm turn.. 12 mo.
lease
Undergrads
704 Fifth St. 2 bdrm turn., 9-12 mo
rates. Shuttle stop on property
Seniors, Grads. Couples
710 Seventh St. 2 bdrm. unfurn.
Updated kitchens w/ dishwashers.
Shuttle stop on property
Call 352-3445
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year.
12 mo. leases only.
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred

2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm Free heat,
water. & sewer.
616 Second St. 1 bdrm. 3 bdrm.. S 2
efficiencies.
137 N Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 for info or showing.

BGApts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 + gas/elec 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC. you, FIRST CHOICE
in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES

LA

451 THI JUSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
wilh full hath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rale- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
S17K.RKKDSTRKF.T- At Tlturstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath. School Year- One person Ra!e-

One Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STRKET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$45000. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00.
449-455 S. F.NTKRI'RISE- Furnished 0T Unfurnished
One bath. School Year- One Person Rale- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SKVKNTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One hath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate-

Mon thru Thursday at
7:00 8.9:15 only

640 Fighth

One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620X10.

841 Eighth
777 Manville

725 Ninth

One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
402 HICH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate$620.00. One Year- Two Peison Rate- $52000.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
■ Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
■ Convenient on-site
parking

1 Horn* Dapot

mmm

FREE HEAT
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Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.

707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$460.00.
724 S. COI.I.EtiE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

tops to

make their
heads spin
Mon -Wsd 1 7pm
Thur-Sst 1-9pm

419-353-7715

j^g^u

One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

N
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Rate- $62000. One Year- Two Person Rate- S520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.

831 Seventh

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!

I GVPSVLANF

517 E. REED- At Tlturstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.

Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person

H'i/A $225.00 Nonrefunduble pet deposit at these location:
. 403 High
825 Third

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

MM1TIMBMI
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Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Offke for prices other than Two Person Rales.

One Year- Two Person Rale- $510.00.
SOS ( I.OIICH STREET- Behind Kinko's. Furnished or

PETS ALLOWED

Downtown 8.G. • 353-1361
www.tla zcl.com

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- S6I0.00.

S450.(KI. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

Student night is Wtd. all
tickets just $3.75

i

V0*

One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One Year-

Fri, Sat, Sun at
4:45,7:00 & 9:15 PM

101 North Main
Bowling Green, OH
419353.7259
diversitybotitique A1 hotmait.com

■i
V

"7e.SK E>SL

707-727 THIRD STRKF.T- Furnished or Unfurnished.

MONSTER

1
i

SOK D'ALLJP
riTERHET
*£
ilinip Mnlliifi
«» www.aacar.nnt
or call 4ia.302.35B8
Mil WMI WMMKiar Bawllna Drain

$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00

■ • - SHOW TIMES
Fri. feb. 27 - Thurt. Mar. 4th

i

1•

GB

Cla-Zel
Theatre

"J
V

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

